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(54) Manufacturing method with electronic interchange of product data

(57) A method of manufacturing a product having a
plurality of components where at least some of the com-
ponents are manufactured by different companies at dif-
fering locations. The method comprises the steps of:
providing an electronic specification sheet describing
the product and its components; forwarding the specifi-
cation sheet to one of the several companies; the spe-
cific company building the component or product; the
specific company testing the component or product; the
specific company appending the test results to the spec-
ification; the specific company determining if the product
is completed; and either shipping the finished product
to the customer or forwarding the specification to anoth-
er one of the several companies.
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Description

Background of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is directed to manufac-
turing, testing, and operating a control platform based
on communicating sensors and control devices.
[0002] The processes involved in building a chiller
range from obtaining the required parts, correctly install-
ing and assembling the parts, and verifying that the chill-
er was assembled correctly and functions in accordance
with the customer's specified requirements. To support
these processes, communication connections are
needed to component supplier development systems,
to sales order entry, to manufacturing method sheets
and to manufacturing performance specifications. The
information from each of these areas is used throughout
the assembly process. Accessibility to this information
in a timely manner, and keeping this information up-to-
date are crucial to running and maintaining smooth as-
sembly processes.
[0003] Presently the process of verifying the assem-
bly process and the final product functionality are very
much manual. Paper is used as the primary method to
determine the testing functionality and the performance
criteria. Mistakes in data entry may go unchecked and
remain undiscovered until the product is delivered to the
customer site. To correct the problem with the product
at the customer site is not only expensive, but it hurts
the manufacturer's reputation to deliver a quality prod-
uct.
[0004] Also, today's manual systems do not support
coordination between the various "build" stations in the
assembly process. What is more, critical components
are provided by different suppliers. Without good coor-
dination between the stations and the suppliers, there
may be errors, deficiencies or omissions in the function-
ality of the product. Additionally, without good coordina-
tion, a process manufacturing organization structure is
difficult to support.
[0005] The process becomes more complex if the
product includes a communications system including
digital controls interconnected by a bus or the equiva-
lent.
[0006] Products with digital controls are more expen-
sive and difficult than they need to be. This is because,
in the case of specialized equipment, off-the-shelf con-
trollers are not available to meet that product's needs.
As a result, a particular company uses its own control-
lers with custom hardware and fixed configurations of
input and output points. This means that for a particular
product line selling only 1,000 to 3,000 units a year, the
cost of a controller for that product line may provide dis-
proportionately high overhead costs since a controller
generally costs between $500,000.00 and a
$1,000,000.00 per board to develop. Additionally, devel-
opment of control circuit boards is slow and costly, in-
hibiting the development of new or special control fea-

tures. Moreover, the design life of a particular controller
is five to seven years. When any single chip used in such
a controller becomes obsolete, the entire controller and
the control system may often need redesign. This in-
creases costs for both production controllers as well as
costs for supporting service parts.
[0007] Furthermore, complex products are sold and
configured on a job-by-job basis. As a result, there are
many possible system and control configurations. For a
single controller to fit all needs, designers are forced to
populate controllers with the maximum anticipated ca-
pacity to control all potential control points. Thus, most
equipment ships with many more control points than the
product actually needs.
[0008] Moreover, previous control designs consisted
of five to ten communicating devices. Although the
number of network devices was small, many problems
were incurred in factories when the communications
network did not function properly. Usually, the factory
did not have good tools in which to troubleshoot the net-
work problem, and the assembly line operators would
resort to trial and error replacement of electronic mod-
ules one at a time until the problem was corrected. Not
only is this trial and error approach very time consuming,
it often did not correct the root cause of the problem and
the customer would therefore receive a product which
was marginally working since the root cause was not
corrected. Additionally, since good tools did not exist to
analyze the communications network, the factory's em-
phasis was to get the devices communicating. There
was no assessment of actual communication signal lev-
els just the result. Although the communications levels
were judged adequate at the factory to allow communi-
cations, typically when the product was started at the
job site, the marginal communications would fail since
the signal was lost in the normal electrical noise char-
acteristics of the particular job site. This normal electri-
cal noise need not have been excessive to interfere with
a communications system that had no margin for error.
A good communication system has a large amount of
design margin built in to allow it to operate in a wide
variety of environments. Without this margin, the com-
munication systems are susceptible to intermittent per-
formance or total failure. Intermittent performance and
total failure problems are difficult and time consuming
to troubleshoot in the field, and job sites with these prob-
lems received a lot of attention since a product or proc-
ess was usually inoperable as a result of the intermittent
performance or total failure. Also, without good tools in
the factory, problems were often not discovered until the
final assembly functional test.
[0009] In addressing all of these problems, sensors
such as temperature, pressure and level sensors and
control devices such as valves and actuators have been
each packaged with an electronic controller into a new
unitary device. For purposes of this application, such a
unitary device is referred to as a low level intelligent de-
vice or LLID. The low level intelligent devices are in-
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stalled throughout an industrial product such as an air
conditioning chiller system and are interconnected with
a four-wire communications bus cable that provides
each low level intelligent device with the necessary pow-
er and with communication to a main processor for the
product.
[0010] Each low level intelligent device must be pro-
vided with an identity which the low level intelligent de-
vice will thereafter use to identify itself when communi-
cating on the communications bus and will use in rec-
ognizing communications on a communications bus
which are directed to that particular component. Addi-
tionally, the electronic control portion of each low level
intelligent device must be provided with its appropriate
operating parameters. Furthermore, each low level in-
telligent device on a particular communications bus, the
communications bus itself, and the connections of the
LLID to the communications bus as well as the identity
and operating parameters for each low level intelligent
device must be verified and tested to avoid errors in
manufacture and operation of the product.
[0011] It is also desirable that products include a con-
trol platform that does not rely upon large, complex and
multi-chip controller boards. It is desirable that the con-
trol platform consist of communicating "mini-boards"
having only one or two control points and functioning as
low level intelligent devices. These low level intelligent
devices are building blocks that allow the control system
to be configured exactly as required for the product, per
the customer's order. The low level intelligent devices
are infinitely configurable for new applications, thereby
providing a hardware design that need only be designed
a single time. Additionally, since the same low level in-
telligent devices are applied in many different types of
units, there can be significantly higher volumes for low
level intelligent device than traditional controller boards.
These higher volumes allow mass production and lower
costs. Since the desired control platform is readily con-
figurable, products can be shipped with only the controls
needed for the product's particular application and since
the controller is also configurable, the redesign in addi-
tion of control points is relatively simple and fast and by
breaking the system into "granules", the controllers be-
come less susceptible to obsolence caused by a phase
out of any particular component.
[0012] What is needed is a versatile tool that, with
minimal operator input, will verify proper installation of
low level intelligent devices during the manufacturing
process by monitoring the electrical integrity of each low
level intelligent device and the comm bus as a whole.
The tool will also configure each low level intelligent de-
vice per customer order and verify the functionality of
the low level intelligent device. Monitoring each individ-
ual low level intelligent device as it's attached to the
comm bus will avoid difficulty when installing subse-
quent low level intelligent devices or confirming the op-
eration of a communications bus and its components as
a whole.

Summary of the Invention

[0013] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to solve the problems with the prior art.
[0014] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to avoid potential errors in low level
intelligent device installation that would cause subse-
quent communication and operational problems.
[0015] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to provide a system for manufacturing
a product with a communications bus and low level in-
telligent devices. It is a further object, feature and ad-
vantage of the present invention to verify proper instal-
lation of each low level intelligent device at the time the
device is installed. It is a further object, feature and ad-
vantage of the present invention to verify proper instal-
lation at the time of installation so as to avoid future dif-
ficulties when installing subsequent low level intelligent
devices or confirming the operation of the communica-
tions bus and its components.
[0016] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to provide a single application that
confirms that the proper connection and configuration
of low level intelligent device occurs at the time of its
installation. It is a further object, feature and advantage
of the present invention to verify wirings, identity and
operating parameters for each low level intelligent de-
vice.
[0017] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to monitor the integrity of a communi-
cations system and the installation of a low level intelli-
gent device communicating by means of a bus. It is a
further object, feature and advantage of the present in-
vention to notify an installer immediately upon the intro-
duction of any wiring or device error.
[0018] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to improve the efficiency and manu-
facture of control platforms. It is a further object, feature
and advantage of the present invention to avoid a plu-
rality of separately dedicated steps for each installed de-
vice. It is a still further object, feature and advantage of
the present invention to combine all necessary steps in-
to a two-part process comprising a first step of routing
a primary bus cable throughout the product, and a sec-
ond step of connecting individual low level intelligent de-
vices to the bus cable. It is a still further object, feature
and advantage of the present invention to provide a sin-
gle application which sequences, configures and veri-
fies each low level intelligent devices connection to the
bus cable.
[0019] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to build a communications system for
a product operably controlled by same using a master
database to obtain all build and test information. It is a
further object, feature and advantage of the present in-
vention to use this master database to provide installa-
tion sequence and instructions to a factory technician.
It is a still further object, feature and advantage of the
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present invention to support demand flow manufactur-
ing including factory on-line sequence of event sheets
and method sheets. It is yet a further object, feature and
advantage of the present invention to accommodate
graphics showing details such as the installation area
for a particular low level intelligent device. It is a still fur-
ther object, feature and advantage of the present inven-
tion to provide informative alarm messages to aid the
factory technician in troubleshooting. It is another ob-
ject, feature and advantage of the present invention to
allow an advanced user to interrogate integrity and pow-
er supply integrity using a PC based scope analyzer and
voltage magnitude measurement card. It is yet another
object, feature and advantage of the present invention
to check for failure mode scenarios and provide the fac-
tory technician with corrective steps. It is yet another ob-
ject, feature and advantage of the present invention to
allow communications from the factory technician to an
installation sequence controller using a remote hand
held selector. This remote hand held selector preferably
includes a push button allowing the user to advance
screens while working on the product at the location of
the low level intelligent devices installation. It is yet an-
other object, feature and advantage of the present in-
vention to record failures in a log file for tracking and
future quality management.
[0020] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to confirm the wiring, identification and
operating parameters for each individual low level intel-
ligent device occur properly at the time of installation.
[0021] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to automatically download sales order
information to a central database to be accessible by all
of the various testers, whether inside of or outside of the
manufacturer's facilities, thereby ensuring that the cor-
rect information is available at the point of use during
assembly, manufacture and testing.
[0022] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to allow the testers in a manufacturing
process to access the central database to obtain any
late sales order changes and to incorporate them into
the normal assembly process.
[0023] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to read part number information
stored in the low level intelligence device (hardware and
software numbers) and compare the numbers read to
numbers stored in a controlled database. Any discrep-
ancy between numbers read from low level intelligence
device and numbers stored in database results in enun-
ciation of alarm to user.
[0024] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to allow the testers in the manufactur-
ing process to obtain the latest configuration data for the
product being assembled, so that the product is setup
and assembled exactly in accordance with the custom-
er's ordering instructions.
[0025] It is a further object, feature and advantage of
the present invention to include options and operating

parameters in this configuration data to minimize any
setup and commissioning by the customer prior to using,
starting or operating the product.
[0026] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to provide the exact information need-
ed to assemble a product at the assembly point when
the product is there for assembly.
[0027] It is a further object, feature and advantage of
the present invention to provide a simple identification
system to the floor assembler to immediately make
available the information needed to build the product.
[0028] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to allow for uploads and retention of
a particular test during assembly to a centralized data-
base.
[0029] It is a further object, feature and advantage of
the present invention to maintain a file automatically for
each product with the requirements for its assembly and
the results of the testing for each step of the assembly.
[0030] It is a further object, feature and advantage of
the present invention that information and results from
one test or one station to be accessed by other test sta-
tions to minimize the probability of a particular item be-
ing missed or skipped since all testers know or can view
the other tester's work.
[0031] It is another object, feature and advantage of
the present invention to allow the automatic upload of
test results into the centralized database to allow a man-
ufacturing engineer to analyze the process and take ac-
tions to optimize that process.
[0032] It is a further object, feature and advantage of
the present invention that the manufacturing engineer
have available and be able to analyze the items that
failed during the build and test process as well as as-
sembly and testing and subsequently in the field.
[0033] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to change the process of manufactur-
ing a communications system from a process where a
human controls the process sequence to a process
where a computer controls and the process sequence.
[0034] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to provide a way to look at communi-
cation signals on a communications network and verify
that proper signals exist. It is a further object, feature
and advantage of the present invention to examine
these communication signals and accurately identify
any part of the signal that does not meet specification.
It is a further object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to generate an alarm when a problem
is detected and suggest corrective actions to resolve the
problem.
[0035] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to allow signal analysis of a commu-
nications network to be undertaken at various stages of
assembly as well as at the final functional tester. It is a
further object, feature and advantage of the present in-
vention to minimize the time troubleshooting on an as-
sembly line and therefore keep TAKT times low.
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[0036] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to eliminate trial and error trouble-
shooting of communication devices.
[0037] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to provide a high level of confidence
that a control network is operating with the desired mar-
gins when the product is shipped.
[0038] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to provide an approach to a localized
problem to the testing device itself, a control network
master device, any of the control network responding
devices, or any of the interconnecting communications
media.
[0039] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to verify acceptable fanout of each
communicating device in a communication system.
[0040] It is an object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to identify the exact time and exact
problem that is introduced into the product being assem-
bled. It is a further object, feature and advantage of the
present invention to do this with specificity in a distrib-
uted control platform.
[0041] The present invention provides a method of
doing business. The method comprises generating a
sales order representative of a product; developing build
and test instructions from the sales order; developing
an installation sequence from the build and test instruc-
tions; and building the product using the build and test
instructions in the sequence laid out by the installation
sequence.
[0042] The present invention also provides a method
of manufacturing a control system for an industrial or a
process unit. The method comprises providing a plural-
ity of components, each component including a control
portion and a functional portion with an operational link
therebetween; installing a communications bus on the
unit; verifying the operability of the communications bus
by means of a tester device; initiating, under the direc-
tion of the tester device, a request that one of the plu-
rality of components be attached to the bus; receiving a
signal from the connected component by means of the
communications bus; analyzing the communications
bus and the newly connected component for operability;
and responding to the newly connected component by
means of the communications bus with instructions pro-
viding an identity and operating parameters to the com-
ponent.
[0043] The present invention further provides a de-
vice with an analog or digital input or output. The device
comprises a control portion and a functional portion op-
erably connected and controlled by the control portion.
The functional portion is operably capable of providing
an analog or digital input or output. The control portion
includes an external communications port operably con-
nected to a control bus, an actuator responsive to a non-
invasive signal, and a controller operably connected to
the external communications port and capable of send-
ing and receiving communications through that port.

The controller is operably connected to the actuator and
receives a signal from the actuator. The controller trans-
mits a signal to the external port upon receipt of an ac-
tuator signal.
[0044] The present invention additionally provides a
method of guiding a technician in manufacturing a com-
munication system having a bus, a main controller, a
plurality of components, and a subcontroller associated
with each component. The method comprises the steps
of: attaching a tester controller to the bus; providing a
path from the tester controller to the technician; instruct-
ing, on the path, the technician to attach a specific one
of the plurality of components to the bus; signaling, with
a first signal from the technician to the tester controller,
upon completion of the component attachment; signal-
ing, with a second signal from the tester controller to the
technician, to confirm receipt of the first signal; causing
the subcontroller to signal the main controller; and con-
figuring the subcontroller by transmitting configuration
instructions from the main controller to the subcontroller
over the bus.
[0045] The present invention still further provides a
method of integrating the manufacture of a product by
a plurality of businesses. The method comprises gener-
ating a sales order in an electronic form; converting the
sales order to an electronic build document; transferring
the electronic build document to a first company for the
construction of a first subassembly for the product; test-
ing the subassembly of the first company; attaching the
test results to the electronic build document; forwarding
the electronic build document to a second company for
main assembly; attaching a communications bus to the
product; testing the operability of the bus; adding the
bus operability test results to the electronic build docu-
ment; attaching the first subassembly to the bus; testing
the operability of the first subassembly and the bus; at-
taching the subassembly and bus operability test results
to the electronic build document; and shipping the prod-
uct.
[0046] The present invention yet further provides a
method of manufacturing a distributed control system
for a product having a plurality of components, each
component including a functional portion and a control-
ler portion. The method comprises the steps of: attach-
ing a communications bus to the product; attaching the
functional portion of a component to the product and at-
taching the controller portion of a component to the bus;
causing the controller portion to send a self-identifying
signal on the bus; receiving the self-identifying signal in
a configuring controller; transmitting from the configur-
ing controller to the controller portion a signal including
an identifier and operating parameters; receiving the
identifier and the operating parameters in the controller
portion; and configuring the controller portion in accord-
ance with the identifier and the operating parameters.
[0047] The present invention additionally provides a
method of building a product. The method comprises the
steps of: creating an electronic build document cata-
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loging the features and requirements for the product;
forwarding the electronic build document to at least one
component manufacturer, each component manufac-
turer building one or more components, testing the op-
erability of said one or more components, and attaching
the test results to the electronic build document to create
a modified electronic build document; forwarding the
modified electronic build document to a final assembly
location wherein the one or more components and other
materials are assembled into the product; testing the as-
sembled product; and attaching the test results for the
assembled product to the modified electronic build file
to create a final electronic build file.
[0048] The present invention also provides a method
of doing business. The method comprises the steps of:
electronically creating a customer order which includes
the requirements and components for a product desired
by the customer; developing a bill of materials from the
electronic order detailing the parts and materials re-
quired to build the product; developing an electronic
specification from the customer order detailing the com-
ponents, subassemblies and product required by the
customer; sequentially transmitting the specification to
the manufacturer of each component, assembly and fi-
nal assembly, each manufacturer building the requisite
component, subassembly or assembly, each manufac-
turer testing the requisite component, subassembly or
assembly, and each manufacturer attaching the test re-
sults to the electronic specification; and periodically
checking the electronic bill of materials versus the elec-
tronic specification to verify the compatibility and accu-
racy thereof.
[0049] The present invention moreover provides a
bus analyzer system. The system comprises a commu-
nications bus; and an integral analyzer device operably
connected to the bus and configured to receive signals
thereon. The analyzing device includes a scope instru-
ment and a voltage meter instrument configured to re-
ceive those signals. The system also comprises a com-
puter operably connected to the scope and voltage me-
ter instruments such that the scope and voltage meter
instruments and the computer collectively analyze the
bus and determine corrective actions as needed. The
present invention yet further provides that the scope and
voltage meter instruments include the capability to an-
alyze 24 VDC signals and ground signals for DC voltage
magnitude and AC components and that the scope and
voltage meter instruments include the capabilities to an-
alyze communications plus and minus lines for magni-
tude and to determine an RS485 differential signal to
verify signals to be within design limits. The invention
also provides that the scope and voltage meter instru-
ments include the capability to test for common mode
characteristics such as magnitude with respect to
ground and differential and common mode signal as-
pects for logic 1 and logic 0 signals.
[0050] The present invention moreover provides a
method of verifying the integrity of a communications

bus having a power line and a communications line. The
method comprises the steps of: analyzing a signal in the
power line to determine a quality thereof; analyzing a
signal on a communications line to determine a quality
thereof; generating a power analysis result signal as a
function of the power line signal analysis; generating a
communications line analysis result signal as a function
of the communications line signal analysis; receiving the
power line and communications line result signals in a
controller; evaluating the received signals; and provid-
ing a comprehensive analysis of the power line, the
communications line, the power line signal, the commu-
nications line signal, communications bus, and any
components attached thereto.
[0051] The present invention yet further provides a
monitor for a communications bus having a power line
and a communications line. The monitor comprises a
power line analyzer, a communications line analyzer
and a controller. The power line analyzer is operably
connected to a source of power and has circuitry and
programs to analyze the transmissions on the power line
and to generate a first signal with the analysis results.
The communications line analyzer is operably connect-
ed to the communications line and has circuitry and pro-
grams to analyze communication signals on the com-
munications line and to generate a second signal with
the analysis results. The controller is operably connect-
ed to the power line analyzer and the data line analyzer
for receiving the first and second signals and is operably
capable of evaluating the content of the first and second
signals and providing an analysis of the signals, the
power line, the communications line and the communi-
cations bus as well as any attached components.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0052]

Figure 1 is a diagram of a product equipped with a
communications bus and components in accord-
ance with the present invention.
Figure 2 is a diagram of a bus and its components
in accordance with the present invention.
Figure 3 is a diagram of the product sale to manu-
facture of a product in accordance with the present
invention.
Figure 4 is a flow chart of a method of doing busi-
ness in accordance with the present invention.
Figure 5 is a diagram of the manufacture and test
of the bus and components in accordance with the
present invention.
Figure 6 is a flow chart of a method of manufacture
of a product in accordance with the present inven-
tion.
Figure 7 shows a magnetically actuatable compo-
nent in accordance with the bus of Figure 5.
Figure 8 shows a communications bus, compo-
nents and bus signal analyzer in accordance with
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the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0053] The present invention is directed to the manu-
facture, testing and operation of a communications and
control system for a industrial or process product. In the
preferred embodiment, such a product is embodied by
a chiller system cooling an air conditioning fluid like
those used in the HVAC system. Examples of such chill-
er systems are sold by The Trane Company, a Division
of American Standard Inc., under the trademarks Cen-
TraVac™, Cold Generator™ and Series R™. However,
a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that
such a control system including a communications bus
and the communicating components connected to that
bus are readily applicable to many other products in-
cluding industrial tractors, construction equipment such
as cranes, dump trucks and bulldozers, truck braking
systems, sanitation truck control systems, automated
factory equipment, medical systems, paper mills, eleva-
tor controls, security systems, and other devices with
electrical power control, mechanical actuator control,
hydraulic pressure control, temperature or pressure
control, and/or fluid pressure control. The term 'product'
is used generically throughout this application to encom-
pass all such devices as well as the myriad of other de-
vices with similar features or capability.
[0054] Figure 1 shows a product 10 such as a chiller
system for use in providing chilled water for heating,
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) applications.
The chiller is comprised of a compressor 12, a condens-
er 14 and an evaporator 16. The compressor 12 is pref-
erably a screw compressor whose capacity is controlled
by a slide valve 120 but could also be a centrifugal com-
pressor or any other compressor with its respective form
of capacity control.
[0055] Refrigerant gas is compressed within the com-
pressor 12 and directed out a discharge 18 into piping
20 which connects the compressor 12 to the condenser
14. In the preferred embodiment, the high pressure, rel-
atively hot compressed refrigerant gas delivered to the
condenser 14 will be cooled by air moved over the con-
denser 14 by one or more fans 22, each having a motor
23 controlled by a fan controller 24. The condenser 14
may be cooled in various other ways including the use
of a fluid such as city water or the use of a cooling tower.
[0056] The heat exchange process occurring within
the condenser 14 causes the relatively hot, compressed
refrigerant gas to cool condense and pool in the bottom
or lower area of the condenser 14. The condensed re-
frigerant then flows out of the condenser 14 through dis-
charge piping 26 and is next delivered, primarily in liquid
form, into the evaporator 16. The transfer of refrigerant
from the condenser 14 to the evaporator 16 is controlled
by an expansion device 28 such as an expansion valve.
[0057] Relatively cool, low pressure liquid refrigerant
is delivered to the evaporator 16, where the refrigerant

undergoes heat exchange with and cools the relatively
warmer medium, preferably such as water, that enters
the evaporator 16 through an inlet 56 and exits through
an outlet 58. That now cooled medium is, in turn, deliv-
ered into heat exchange contact with the heat load
which it is the purpose of the chiller to cool.
[0058] In the process of cooling the medium which
flows through the evaporator 16 and being heated there-
by, the liquid refrigerant delivered to the evaporator 16
vaporizes and is directed to piping 60 as a low pressure
gas back to the compressor 12. The refrigerant gas is
then again compressed in an ongoing and repetitive
process whenever the chiller is operational.
[0059] The operation of the product 10 is controlled
by a controller 70 using a communications bus 72 to
communicate with a plurality of components 74, each of
which provides digital or analog inputs or outputs asso-
ciated with the operation of the product 10.
[0060] Specifically referencing Figure 2, the variety of
components 74 include quad relay outputs 76, dual re-
lay outputs 78, dual triac outputs 80, dual analog I/O 82,
dual inverter interfaces 84, Comm 5 communication in-
terfaces 86, starter modules 88, dual high voltage binary
inputs 90, dual low voltage binary inputs 92, frame con-
nectors 94, devices such as expansion valves 96, pres-
sure sensors 98, level sensors 102 and temperature
sensors 104. The communications interface 86 allows
a building automation system 107 to integrate the oper-
ation of a product 10 with the operation of other similar
or dissimilar products in a common environment. The
communications bus 72 is preferably a four wire bus in-
cluding a power wire supplied by a power supply 106, a
common line and two communications lines.
[0061] The controller 70 preferably includes a micro-
processor 108 operably connected to the bus 72 by a
line 110, a memory portion 112 connected to the micro-
processor 108, and a user interface 114 allowing the dis-
play, reception of, and response to user input.
[0062] Now again referencing Figure 1, the commu-
nications bus 72 and components 74 of Figure 2 are
shown as applied in the simplified form to the product
10 of Figure 1. Temperature sensors 104, 104 respec-
tively measure the entering water temperature 120 and
the leaving water temperature 122 of water cooled by
the evaporator 16. Pressure sensors 102 measure the
pressure 124 within the condenser 14, and temperature
sensors 104 measure the temperature 126. The expan-
sion valve 28 is controlled by an expansion valve actu-
ator 96. Additionally, compressor capacity may be con-
trolled by a slide valve controller 132.
[0063] As described in the Background section, the
installation, verification and configuration of a plurality
of low level intelligent devices provides a plethora of op-
portunities for error. Operator error can be substantially
reduced by limiting the number of human inputs, by
cross checking each installation step, and integrating
and reducing the number of installation steps.
[0064] Figures 3 and 4 are a diagram of the build se-
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quence of a product 10 in accordance with the present
invention.
[0065] Figure 3 starts with a salesman 150 entering
an order 152 for a product 10 into a personal computer
154 or the like and transmitting that order 152 by any
conventional communication means 156 (including the
internet) to a coordinating operation 160. The coordinat-
ing operation 160 receives the order 152, and generates
a specification 162 and a bill of materials 164.
[0066] The specification 162 describes how the parts
and components are generally assembled into the prod-
uct 10. The specification 162 is stored as an electronic
build document, preferably as XML format, on a server
167 with intranet and/or dialup communication access
capabilities. For purposes of this application, letter
codes are occasionally attached to the specification's
reference numeral 162, but the reference numeral 162
is intended to encompass all versions of the specifica-
tions.
[0067] The bill of materials 164 identifies each part
and component necessary to build the product 10 iden-
tified by the order 152. The bill of materials 164 is typi-
cally forwarded to a purchasing department 166 some
period of time prior to actual manufacture of the product
10 so that the purchasing department 166 can ensure
that the requisite number of parts and components are
available when needed for manufacture.
[0068] Storing the specification 162s on the server
167 with internet capabilities allows the specification
162s to be accessed by various component suppliers
168. The component suppliers 168 access the specifi-
cation 162, build a particular component or subassem-
bly in accordance with the specification 162, and test
the operation of the component or subassembly. The
test results are appended to the specification 162 and
returned to the server 167. Alternatively, the specifica-
tion 162 could be forwarded directly to another compo-
nent manufacturer to initiate the manufacture of another
component, or could be forwarded to the product man-
ufacturer for final assembly (see dashed line 165).
[0069] At some point, the various required compo-
nents and subassemblies are completed, the results of
their testing recorded in the specification 162, and the
purchasing department 167 has acquired the necessary
materials as detailed on the bill of materials 164 in order
to complete a final assembly of the product 10.
[0070] In such case, the specification 162 with all
component and subassembly test results is forwarded
to a manufacturing unit 156 to assemble the product 10,
to attach the communications bus 72 and the compo-
nents 74 to the product 10, and to test and configure the
bus 72 and the components 74 both individually and as
part of a cohesive hole in the product 10. The results of
such testing and verification are appended to the spec-
ification 162 and stored in a local server database 169.
Prior to final shipment, the specification 162L stored on
the server 169 is downloaded to the manufacturing lo-
cation (usually the same manufacturing location but now

indicated by reference numeral 158 for the sake of clar-
ity).
[0071] While assembly of parts, components, sub-
assemblies and the final assembly occurs, the version
of the specification 162 stored on the server 167 (162s)
can be updated by "last minute" order changes from the
customer. The version of the specification 162 on the
server 167 (162L) is therefore compared with the ver-
sion of the specification stored on the local server 169
(162s) to determine if the addition of any components
74 or modifications to the product 10 are required.
These modifications are made if necessary, and the
components 74 are configured and verified and tested.
The results are then appended to the specification 162
as integrated between the versions stored on the server
167 and the local server 169 (162s, 162L). The product
10 is then shipped to the customer.
[0072] Figure 4 illustrates the manufacture and test of
the bus 72 and component 74 in accordance with the
present invention as may occur at a component manu-
facturer 166 or at the manufacturing location 156, 158.
[0073] The specification 162 is provided to a tester de-
vice 170 which generates build and test instruction 172
for building the desired product 10. These build and test
instructions 172 are preferably in the Java XML format
as implemented in an XML file. The tester device 170
takes the XML file and generates installation sequence
instructions 176 for the actual manufacture of the prod-
uct 10. Both the XML file 174 and the installation se-
quence file 176 are cross checked with the specification
162 and with the bill of materials 164 for discrepancies,
errors, or omissions. Once this cross check is complet-
ed, the actual manufacture of the product 10 can be
commenced. The tester device 170 builds the product
10 using the installation sequence 176.
[0074] Figures 5 and 6 show a flow chart 200 directed
to the manufacture of a product 10 by the tester device
170. Although the actual manufacture of a product 10
includes the construction and assembly of the compres-
sor 12, evaporator 16 and condenser 14 as well as many
other parts, the present invention is directed to the ad-
dition thereto of the bus 72 and its components 74 and
the configuration, verification, testing and control there-
of. Thus the flow chart 200 starts with the installation of
the bus 72 into the product 10 as indicated by element
202 of the flow chart 200.
[0075] Once the communications bus 72 has been in-
stalled on the product 10, the tester device 170 verifies
the operation of the bus at step 204. Once the bus op-
eration has been verified, the tester device 170 requests
the next individual component 74 which the installation
sequence 176 indicates should be installed. This is done
at step 206 of the flow chart 200. To make the request,
the tester device 170 sends a signal to a display device
208 to provide a visual indication to a factory technician
210 as to the desired component 74. Step 212 indicates
that the tester device 170 waits while the technician 210
installs the requested component 74 on the product 10
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and physically connects the component 74 to the bus
72.
[0076] At step 214 the technician 210 generates a sig-
nal to the tester device 170 indicating that the compo-
nent 74 has been installed. In one form of the invention,
the signal is a garage door type radio signal transmitted
to a receiving section 178 of the tester device 170, iden-
tifying to the tester device 170 that the requested com-
ponent 74 has been installed. In a second embodiment
of the invention, the technician 210 uses a magnet ac-
tuator 220 such as a magnet or a magnetic field gener-
ator to cause the component 74 to send a signal on the
bus 72 indicating to the tester device 170 that a compo-
nent 74 has been added. This magnetic actuation of a
signal is subsequently described.
[0077] Once the tester device 170 has received the
signal from the technician 210, the tester device 170
proceeds to step 222 and analyzes the bus 72 and the
new component 74 for operability. In the first embodi-
ment discussed above where the technician 210 uses a
radio transmitter, the tester device 170 generates a fur-
ther signal to the technician 210 indicating the techni-
cian 210 should use the magnetic actuator 220. A visual
or audio trigger is used to signal the technician 210 to
generate step 224 and cause the component 74 to either
send the electronic signal on the bus 72 or place the
component 74 into a mode where it can be programmed.
The technician 210 again signals the tester device 170
to indicate completion of task. In all cases, the tester
device 170 recognizes the signal from the newly in-
stalled component 74 at step 230.
[0078] At step 232 the tester device 170 then binds
the component 74 as a node in the control system for
the product 10. Binding the node is a term in the industry
indicating that the tester device 170 gives the compo-
nent 74 a unique identity which the component 74 can
use for transmitting and receiving messages on the bus
72. The binding of a node also encompasses the tester
device 170 determining the type and functionality of
component 74 that has been installed (usually from the
specification 162) and providing the appropriate operat-
ing parameters to the component 74 by means of the
bus 72 as indicated by step 234.
[0079] At step 236, the tester device 170 checks the
installation sequence 176 to determine whether all com-
ponents 74 have been installed. If not, the sequence of
flow chart 200 is again started at step 204. If each com-
ponent has been installed, then the tester device 170
completes operation at step 238 and appends the test
results to the specification 162.
[0080] Referring to Figure 7, each component 74 in-
cludes a functional portion 300 and a control portion
302. The functional portion 300 may be any digital or
analog input or output conventionally used to control
product 10 including the multiplicity of components 74
described above. The control portion 302 includes a mi-
croprocessor 304, and an external communications port
306 operably connecting the microprocessor 304 to the

communications bus 72. The microprocessor 304 in-
cludes an operable connection to the functional portion
300 allowing the control portion 302 to transfer digital or
analog input or output to or from that functional portion
300. The control portion 302 also includes a non-inva-
sive actuating device 310 operably connected to the mi-
croprocessor 304. Although there are a number of avail-
able non-invasive techniques, applicant prefers a nor-
mally open or normally closed (normally closed is
shown) circuit which includes an element 312 movable
by means of a magnetic field actuated by the magnetic
actuator 220. The technician 210 can use the magnet
actuator 220 to move the element 312 from its normally
closed position to an open position breaking the signal
provided to the microprocessor 304 (or in the normally
open position closing the circuit and providing a signal
to the microprocessor 304). In either case, this signal
change is recognized by the microprocessor 304.
[0081] In one embodiment, the microprocessor 304
then examines a memory portion 320 to determine if the
microprocessor 304 has already been provided with and
has recorded an identity and operating parameters. If
the microprocessor 304 does not already have an iden-
tity and operating parameters in its memory portion 320,
then the control portion 302 generates a signal on the
communications bus 72 to the tester device 170 indica-
tion that the microprocessor 304 is a new node to be
bound to the system. The control portion 302 then
awaits a return signal from the testing device 170 pro-
viding the requisite identity and operating parameters.
However, if the microprocessor 304 determined that an
identity and operating parameters have already been re-
ceived, then the signal from the actuating device 310 is
ignored.
[0082] In another preferred embodiment, the control
portion 302 always places itself in programming mode
if the element 312 detects a magnetic filed. In this em-
bodiment, the tester device 170 or controller 70 always
queries a component 74 to ascertain if it has been pro-
grammed before the tester device 170 or controller 70
issues programming instructions.
[0083] Figure 8 shows the communications bus 72,
the controller 70, a component 74, and a bus signal an-
alyzer 340 electrically connected to the communications
bus 72 by a flat ribbon cable 342. The bus signal ana-
lyzer 340 is also electrically connected to the tester de-
vice 170 by an electrical connection 344.
[0084] The communications bus 72 is shown in its
preferred embodiment of a four wire flat ribbon cable in-
cluding a 24 VDC line 350, a ground line 352, a com-
munications plus line 354 and a communications minus
line 356. Preferably, the lines 350, 352 are of a first larg-
er gauge wire while the lines 354, 356 are of a second
lesser gauge wire.
[0085] The ribbon cable 342 is similarly comprised of
a connection 360 to the 24 VDC line, a connection 362
to the ground line, a connection 364 to the communica-
tions plus line, and a connection 366 to the communi-
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cations minus line of the bus 72. This allows the bus
signal analyzer 340 to monitor each of the lines 350,
352, 354 and 356 independently and in combination.
Preferably, the bus signal analyzer 340 is physically at-
tached to the bus 72 between the controller 70 and the
component(s) 74 of the communications bus 72. The
bus signal analyzer 340 includes scope 370 and voltage
meter 372 instruments as well as a personal computer
374 which receives signal information from these instru-
ments 370, 372.
[0086] More specifically, the 24 VDC and ground sig-
nals 350, 352 of the communications bus 72 are brought
into the meter instrument 370 by lines 360, 362 so that
aspects of these signals may be analyzed. Specifically,
the meter instrument 370 determines DC voltage mag-
nitude as well as the AC component carried by the lines
350, 352. The DC voltage magnitude and the AC com-
ponent are compared to acceptable high and low ranges
stored in the PC 374 as database values. Each 24 VDC
and ground signal has its own set of limits, and each
signal is analyzed to determine if the signal is accepta-
ble and, if not, which signal parameters are out of spec-
ification. The signals are also examined as a group to
more intelligently pinpoint the root cause of a potential
problem.
[0087] Similarly, the plus and minus communications
lines 354, 356 are brought into the scope instrument 372
as indicated by lines 364, 366. This enables the com-
munications plus and minus signals to be parsed or seg-
regated very finely to allow detailed analysis of their
structure. Additionally, the magnitudes of each of the
plus and minus communication signals are examined
and compared to predetermined acceptable ranges.
Since the preferred embodiment of the communications
bus and its protocol is implemented as RS485, various
aspects of the communications plus and minus signals
are looked at and compared to specified acceptable
ranges. For RS485, the differential signal is key to prop-
er communications and the acceptable range is not the
limits per RS485 (which can be as low as 0.2 volts dif-
ferential) but rather the design limits of the controller 70
and components 74 used. The bus signal analyzer 340
verifies that the signals are within these design limits
which carry significant margin above what RS485 re-
quires. This ensures robust field operation when applied
to environments with wide variations in noise.
[0088] The communication signals 354, 356 are also
looked at for proper common load characteristics. The
magnitude of the communications plus and minus sig-
nals are looked at with respect to ground. Even though
the RS485 specification allows for huge variations in
common mode values since RS485 really only cares
about the differential, the limits for common mode oper-
ations are held very tightly, in fact far tighter than what
RS485 specifications require. Empirical knowledge of
the communications circuitry involved is used to deter-
mine these acceptable ranges. The common mode val-
ues vary only so much based upon leakages, toleranc-

es, fanout and other parameters including the design
characteristics. Variances indicate from the common
mode values causes the bus signal analyzer 340 to gen-
erate an alarm even though communications are good
as far as the RS485 specifications are concerned. Using
the information connected from all signals, the root
cause solution is determined and annunciated to an op-
erator such as the assembly technician 210.
[0089] The bus signal analyzer 340 also examines dif-
ferential and common load aspects of the signal in each
of the logic 1 and logic 0 states since different problems
manifest differently. By looking at both states and includ-
ing these in the signal analysis, a root cause is more
clearly identified as well as minimizing the probability of
an undetected problem. The bus signal analyzer 340 al-
so distinguishes the signals being driven by the control-
ler 70 and the component 74. Since the bus signal an-
alyzer 340 is directly communicating but at line 344 with
the tester device 170, the bus signal analyzer 340 knows
which component 74 is communicating at any particular
time. Thus the signals from that component 74 may be
directly analyzed and the identification and annunciation
of any problems occurs immediately.
[0090] The bus signal analyser 340 continually mon-
itors the bus so that if the connection of a component
74 to the bus 72 results in the bus 72 going out of spec-
ification, immediate annunciation of the problem occurs
and the problem is identified immediately.
[0091] It will be apparent to a person of ordinary skill
that many modifications and alterations are contemplat-
ed in the present device and invention. Such modifica-
tions and alterations include application to the wide va-
riety of other devices, the modification of the bus 72 to
forms other than a flow wire system including fibre-optic,
coaxial cable, wireless and other forms of communica-
tion. All such modifications or alterations are contem-
plated to fall within the scope of the claims.
[0092] The embodiments provide a method of manu-
facturing a product having a plurality of components
where at least some of the components are manufac-
tured by different companies at differing locations, the
method comprising the steps of:

developing an electronic specification describing
the product and its components;

forwarding the electronic specification to one of the
several companies;

the specific company building the component or
product in accordance with requirements in the
electronic specification;

the specific company testing the component or
product;

the specific company appending the test results to
the electronic specification;
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the specific company determining if the product is
completed; and

either shipping the completed product to the cus-
tomer or forwarding the electronic specification with
appended test results to another one of the several
companies.

[0093] The forwarding step may include the step of
providing a central server to centralize the forwarding
step.
[0094] Preferably, the method includes the further
step of providing a bill of materials for the components
and the product at the time the electronic specification
is developed.
[0095] Preferably, the method includes the further
step of periodically comparing the bill of materials to the
electronic specification to verify the accuracy of both.
[0096] Preferably, the method includes the further
step of saving at least one updated version of the elec-
tronic specification.
[0097] Preferably, the method includes the further
step of comparing the updated version of the electronic
specification with an electronic specification having ap-
pended test results.
[0098] Preferably, the method includes the further
step of revising the updated version to include late cus-
tomer changes.
[0099] Preferably, the method includes the further
step of comparing the revised updated version of the
electronic specification with an electronic specification
having appended test results;
wherein the comparing step includes the steps of deter-
mining and implementing late customer changes to the
electronic specification in the product or components.
[0100] The embodiment provides a method of inte-
grating the manufacture of a product by a plurality of
businesses, the method comprising:

generating a sales order in an electronic form;

converting the sales order to an electronic build
document;

transferring the electronic build document to a first
company for the construction of a first subassembly
for the product;

testing the subassembly of the first company;

attaching the test results to the electronic build doc-
ument;

forwarding the electronic build document to a sec-
ond company for main assembly;

attaching a communications bus to the product;

testing the operability of the bus;

adding the bus operability test results to the elec-
tronic build document;

attaching the first subassembly to the bus;

testing the operability of the first subassembly and
the bus;

attaching the subassembly and bus operability test
results to the electronic build document; and

shipping the product.

[0101] The embodiments also provide a method of
doing business comprising:

generating a sales order representative of a prod-
uct;

developing build and test instructions from the sales
order;

developing an installation sequence from the build
and test instructions; and

building the product using the build and test instruc-
tions in the sequence laid out by the installation se-
quence.

[0102] Preferably, the developing and building steps
are performed under the control of a control device.
[0103] Preferably, the product includes a communica-
tions bus, and input and output components to be oper-
ably linked to the bus.
[0104] Preferably, the developing an installation se-
quence step is accomplished by a tester device which
also oversees the building step.
[0105] Preferably, the building step includes the fur-
ther steps of:

calling for the next input or output component to be
operably connected to the communication bus as
identified by the installation sequence; and

verifying the operability of the component and the
bus.

[0106] Preferably, the method includes the further
steps of:

receiving a first signal from the component by
means of the bus;

determining a unique identity for the signalling com-
ponent; and
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responding, by means of the bus, with a second sig-
nal to the component providing the component with
an identity.

[0107] Preferably, the responding step further in-
cludes the step of providing the signalling component
with operational parameters.
[0108] Preferably, the generating step includes the
further step of creating a bill of materials and a specifi-
cation.
[0109] Preferably, the developing the build and test in-
struction step includes the further step of using the spec-
ification to create a build and test file.
[0110] Preferably, the build and test file is in the xm1
format.
[0111] Preferably, the installation sequence develop-
ing step includes the further step of cross checking the
installation sequence with the specification.
[0112] Preferably, the installation developing se-
quence includes a further step of cross checking the bill
of materials with the installation sequence.
[0113] Preferably, the verifying step includes the fur-
ther steps of testing the operation of the communica-
tions bus, testing the operation of the component, and
cross checking the identity, parameters and operation
of the component and the bus with the specification.
[0114] The embodiments also provide a method of
manufacturing a distributed control system for a product
having a plurality of components, each component in-
cluding a functional portion and a controller portion, the
method comprising the steps of:

attaching a communications bus to the product;

attaching the functional portion of a component to
the product and attaching the controller portion of a
component to the bus;

causing the controller portion to send a self-identi-
fying signal on the bus;

receiving the self-identifying signal in a configuring
controller;

transmitting from the configuring controller to the
controller portion a signal including an identifier and
operating parameters;

receiving the identifier and the operating parame-
ters in the controller portion; and

configuring the controller portion in accordance with
the identifier and the operating parameters.

[0115] The method may include the further steps of
testing the operation of the component and the bus and
storing the results in an electronic build file.
[0116] The method may include causing step includes

the further step of magnetically signalling the compo-
nent.
[0117] Preferably, the testing step includes a techni-
cian making the operable connections and further in-
clude the further step of communicating between the
technician and the test controller using a plurality of
wireless communications medium. Preferably, the com-
municating step includes the further step of the config-
uring controller providing a visual instruction to the tech-
nician indicating the next component to be attached and
the technician subsequently providing a wireless signal
to the test controller indicating that the component has
been attached.
[0118] Preferably, the wireless signal is a radio fre-
quency signal.
[0119] Preferably, the configuring controller confirms
receipt of the wireless signals through the use of an au-
dible tone.
[0120] Preferably, the audible tone causes the tech-
nician to apply a magnetic signal to the component.
[0121] Preferably, the receipt of a magnetic signal by
the component causes the component to transmit a re-
quest for an identity on the bus.
[0122] The embodiments also provide a method of
building a product comprising the steps of:

creating an electronic build document cataloguing
the features and requirements for the product;

forwarding the electronic build document to at least
one component manufacturer, each component
manufacturer building one or more components,
testing the operability of said one or more compo-
nents, and attaching the test results to the electronic
build document to create a modified electronic build
document;

forwarding the modified electronic build document
to a final assembly location wherein the one or more
components and other materials are assembled in-
to the product;

testing the assembled product; and

attaching the test results for the assembled product
to the modified electronic build file to create a final
electronic build file.

[0123] The method may include the further step of
creating component records from the test results of the
final electronic build file.
[0124] Preferably, the creating step includes the fur-
ther step of creating a duplicate electronic build docu-
ment.
[0125] The method may include the further steps of
updating the duplicate electronic build document with
late customer changes and comparing the modified
electronic build file with the updated duplicate electronic
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build document to verify and implement the late custom-
er changes.
[0126] Preferably, the testing step includes the further
steps of:

analysing a signal on a power line to determine a
quality thereof;

analysing a signal on a communications line to de-
termine a quality thereof;

generating a power analysis result signal as a func-
tion of the power line signal analysis;

generating a communications line analysis result
signal as a function of the communications line sig-
nal analysis;

evaluating the results signals; and

providing a comprehensive analysis of the power
line, the communications line, the power line signal,
the communications line signal, a communications
bus, and any components attached thereto.

[0127] The testing step may include the further steps
of:

attaching a tester controller to a bus;

providing a path from the tester controller to a tech-
nician;

instructing, on the path, the technician to attach a
specific one of a plurality of components to the bus;

signalling, with a first signal from the technician to
the tester controller, upon completion of the compo-
nent attachment;

signalling, with a second signal from the tester con-
troller to the technician, to confirm receipt of the first
signal;

causing a subcontroller to signal a main controller
with a third signal; and

configuring, upon receipt of the third signal, the sub-
controller by transmitting configuration instructions
from the main controller to the subcontroller over
the bus.

[0128] The embodiments also provide a method of
doing business comprising the steps of:

electronically creating a customer order which in-
cludes the requirements and components for a
product desired by the customer;

developing a bill of materials from the electronic or-
der detailing the parts and materials required to
build the product;

developing an electronic specification from the cus-
tomer order detailing the components, subassem-
blies and product required by the customer;

sequentially transmitting the specification to the
manufacturer of each component, assembly and fi-
nal assembly, each manufacturer building the req-
uisite component, subassembly or assembly, each
manufacturer testing the requisite component, su-
bassembly or assembly, and each manufacturer at-
taching the test results to the electronic specifica-
tion; and

periodically checking the electronic bill of materials
versus the electronic specification to verify the com-
patibility and accuracy thereof.

[0129] Preferably, one of the components includes a
communication system having a bus and including the
further steps of:

guiding a technician in manufacturing the commu-
nication system;

attaching a tester controller to the bus;

providing a path from the tester controller to the
technician;

instructing, on the path, the technician to attach a
specific one of the plurality of components to the
bus;

signalling, with a first signal from the technician to
the tester controller, upon completion of the compo-
nent attachment;

signalling, with a second signal from the tester con-
troller to the technician, to confirm receipt of the first
signal;

causing a subcontroller to signal a main controller
with a third signal; and

configuring, upon receipt of the third signal, the sub-
controller by transmitting configuration instructions
from the main controller to a subcontroller over the
bus.

[0130] Preferably, each component includes a control
portion and a functional portion with an operational link
therebetween and including the further steps of:

verifying the operability of the communications bus
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by means of a tester controller;

initiating, under the direction of the tester controller,
a request that one of the plurality of components be
attached to the bus;

receiving the signal from the newly connected com-
ponent by means of the communications bus;

analysing the communications bus and the newly
connected component for operability; and

responding to signal from the newly connected
component by means of the communications bus
with instructions providing an identity and operating
parameters to the newly connected component.

[0131] The initiating step may include the further
steps of:

causing the desired component to send the mes-
sage on the communications bus;

waiting for the message from the newly connected
component; and

recognizing the signal.

[0132] The embodiments provide a bus analyser sys-
tem comprising:

a communications bus;

an integral analyser device operably connected to
the bus and configured to receive signals thereon,
the analysing device including a scope instrument
and a voltage meter instrument configured to re-
ceive those signals, and a computer operably con-
nected to the scope and voltage meter instruments
wherein the scope and voltage meter instruments
and the computer collectively analyse the bus and
take corrective actions as needed.

[0133] Preferably, the scope and voltage meter instru-
ments include the capability to analyse 24 VDC signals
and ground signals for DC voltage magnitude and AC
components.
[0134] Preferably, the scope and voltage meter instru-
ments include the capabilities to analyse communica-
tions plus and minus lines for magnitude and to deter-
mine an RS485 differential signal to verify signals to be
within design limits.
[0135] Preferably, the scope and voltage meter instru-
ments include the capability to test for common mode
characteristics such as magnitude with respect to
ground and differential and common mode signal as-
pects for logic 1 and logic 0 signals.
[0136] The embodiments also provide a bus analyser

system comprising:

a communications bus;

an integral analyser device operably connected to
the bus and configured to receive signals thereon,
the analysing device including a scope instrument
and a voltage meter instrument configured to re-
ceive those signals, and a computer operably con-
nected to the scope and voltage meter instruments
wherein the scope and voltage meter instruments
and the computer collectively analyse the bus and
take corrective actions as needed;

wherein the scope and voltage meter instruments in-
clude the capability to analyse 24 VDC signals and
ground signals for DC voltage magnitude and AC com-
ponents;
wherein the scope and voltage meter instruments in-
clude the capabilities to analyse communications plus
and minus lines for magnitude and to determine an
RS485 differential signal to verify signals to be within
design limits; and
wherein the scope and voltage meter instruments in-
clude the capability to test for common mode character-
istics such as magnitude with respect to ground and dif-
ferential and common mode signal aspects for logic 1
and logic 0 signals.
[0137] The embodiments also provide a method of
verifying the integrity of a communications bus having
a power line and a communications line, the method
comprising the steps of:

analysing a signal on the power line to determine a
quality thereof;

analysing a signal on the communications line to
determine a quality thereof;

generating a power analysis result signal as a func-
tion of the power line signal analysis;

generating a communications line analysis result
signal as a function of the communications line sig-
nal analysis;

receiving the power line and communications line
result signals in a controller;

evaluating the received signals; and

providing a comprehensive analysis of the power
line, the communications line, the power line signal,
the communications line signal, communications
bus, and any components attached thereto.

[0138] The embodiments also provide a monitor for a
communications bus having a power line and a commu-
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nications line comprising:

a power line analyser operably connected to a
source of power and having circuitry and programs
to analyse the transmissions on the power line and
generate a first signal with the analysis results
thereof;

a communications line analyser operably connect-
ed to the communications line having circuitry and
programs to analyse communication signals on the
communications line and generate a second signal
with the results thereto;

a controller operably connected to the power line
analyser and the data line analyser for receiving the
first and second signals and being operably capable
of evaluating the content of the first and second sig-
nals and providing an analysis of the signals, the
power line, the communications line and the com-
munications bus as well as any components at-
tached thereto.

Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a control system for an
industrial or a process unit comprising:

providing a plurality of components, each com-
ponent including a control portion and a func-
tional portion with an operational link therebe-
tween;

installing a communications bus on the unit;

verifying the operability of the communications
bus by means of a tester device;

initiating, under the direction of the tester de-
vice, a request that one of the plurality of com-
ponents be attached to the bus;

receiving the signal from the newly connected
component by means of the communications
bus;

analysing the communications bus and the
newly connected component for operability;
and

responding to signal from the newly connected
component by means of the communications
bus with instructions providing an identity and
operating parameters to the newly connected
component.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the initiating step

includes the further steps of causing the desired
component to send the message on the communi-
cations bus, waiting for the message from the newly
connected component; and recognizing the signal.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the causing step
includes the further step of initiating a visual signal
to a technician.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the causing step
includes the further step of magnetically triggering
the component.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the causing step
includes the further step of transmitting a visual or
audible signal to the technician so as to cause the
technician to initiate the magnetic trigger.

6. The method of claim 5, including the further step of
operating the components in accordance with the
identity and operating parameters.

7. The method of claim 1, the communications bus in-
cluding a power line and a communications line,
wherein the analysing step includes the steps of:

analysing a signal in the power line to deter-
mine a quality thereof;

analysing a signal on the communications line
to determine a quality thereof;

generating a power analysis result signal as a
function of the power line signal analysis;

generating a communications line analysis re-
sult signal as a function of the communications
line signal analysis;

receiving the power line and communications
line result signals in a controller;

evaluating the received signals; and

providing a comprehensive analysis of the pow-
er line, the communications line, the power line
signal, the communications line signal, commu-
nications bus, and any components attached
thereto.

8. A method of guiding a technician in manufacturing
a communication system having a bus, a main con-
troller, a plurality of components, and a subcontrol-
ler associated with each component; the method
comprising the steps of:

attaching a tester controller to the bus;
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providing a path from the tester controller to the
technician;

instructing, on the path, the technician to attach
a specific one of the plurality of components to
the bus;

signalling, with a first signal from the technician
to the tester controller, upon completion of the
component attachment;

signalling, with a second signal from the tester
controller to the technician, to confirm receipt
of the first signal;

causing the subcontroller to signal the main
controller with a third signal; and

configuring, upon receipt of the third signal, the
subcontroller by transmitting configuration in-
structions from the main controller to the sub-
controller over the bus.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the causing step
includes the further step of using a magnet to initiate
the third signal from the subcontroller of the partic-
ular component.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the first signal is a
wireless radio frequency signal and the second sig-
nal is an audible signal.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein the first signal is a
wireless radio frequency signal and the. second sig-
nal is an audible signal.
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